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R E S TA U R A N T

RED WINE
175ml | 250ml | Bottle
AIRES ANDINOS MALBEC

£5.50 | £6.95 | £19.95

Black fruits of the forest and mocha notes leap from the glass in
this soft and supple expression of Malbec. 2017 Argentina.

MARQUES DE POSTULADO RIOJA

£5.50 | £6.95 | £19.95

A harmonious balance between sweet spice and black fruits of the
forest. This is a smooth, velvety Rioja. NV Spain.

OLTRE PASSO PRIMITIVO 					 £21.95
Flavours of dried prune, date and plump cherry, with swathes of
sweet spice. A mouth coating, chocolatey red wine. 2017 Italy.

ESPRIT DE LUSSAC, LUSSAC ST-EMILION 					 £28.50
Juicy black fruit on the nose and cranberry nuances on the palate,
tied together with a smoky sandalwood character. 2016 Bordeaux.

BAROLO ARALDICA 					 £35.50
This lovely ruby coloured wine exhibits aromas of plums, leather
and violets. The palate is rich with red fruits, spice and a hint of
smoke. The finish is long and complex. 2013 Italy.

DOLUCA SARAFIN SHIRAZ					 £28.95
Sarafin Shiraz emphasizes the utmost characteristics of its varietal,
renowned for its tannic, powerful, fruity and long-finish wines.
The wine is aged for 12 months in both French and American oak
barrels, and has a round and easy-to-drink structure as a result of
long maceration.

KAVAKLIDERE YAKUT					 £20.95
Yakut, the legendary red wine of Turkey, is produced from
Öküzgözü, Boğazkere, Alicante and Carignan grapes carefully
selected from the best vineyards of Eastern Anatolia and Aegean
Regions. Yakut is a distinctive red wine with its rich red fruit aromas
very well balanced with its ripe tannins.

KAVAKLIDERE ANGORA RED					 £20.95
Angora Red is a delicious, round and well balanced wine produced
from Cabernet Sauvignon, Alicante, Merlot and Carignan grapes
grown in Aegean region. Reveling Aegean soil’s energy, it matches
well with deli meat, lightly sauced red meat dishes.

All wines by the glass are also available as 125ml
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WHITE WINE
175ml | 250ml | Bottle
MALANDRINO PINOT GRIGIO

£4.95 | £6.55 | £18.50

This is a clean and elegant wine with real finesse. Showing balanced
flavours of pear, stone fruit and lime. 2017 Italy.

DOMINIO DE LA FUENTE VERDEJO

£5.00 | £6.75 | £19.50

A crisp, aromatic white wine, showing great purity of aromas.
Bright, pale straw yellow, with intense, fresh notes of grass, fennel
and white pepper. Organic, 2017 Spain.

BIG BOMBORA CHARDONNAY

£5.50 | £6.95 | £19.95

This is a soft and rounded wine, with characteristics of cooked
apple and underlying notes of vanilla. 2017 Australia.

PICPOUL PLO D’ISABELLE, PICPOUL DE PINET

£21.95

A snappy nose of lemon and lime fruit, with vibrant green apple.
A racy wine with a lip-tingling finish. 2017 South of France.

FERNLANDS SAUVIGNON BLANC

			

£22.95

Wonderful balance between tropical and herbaceous flavours.
Gooseberry and green pepper mingle with mango and guava.
2017 New Zealand.

VALLE BERTA GAVI					
£24.50
Subtle traces of honeysuckle with characteristic aromas of lime zest
and minerality. It offers a clean and refreshing finish. 2017 Italy.

ANFORA (PAMUKKALE) SAUVIGNON BLANC			
£21.95
Produced from vineyards around the winery on the plateau
of Guney. This Sauvignon Blanc has an intense fruity apricot,
pineapple, and nectarine like nose. The mouth is very fresh and
well-structured with a long and mineral finish.

ÇANKAYA					£20.95
The favourite white wine of Turkey, is produced from Emir, Narince
and Sultana grapes carefully selected from Anatolian vineyards.
This elegant, persistent and well balanced white wine matches
perfectly with grilled fish, sea food salads, tomato sauced pastas,
grilled chicken and fresh cheeses.

DOLUCA SAFARIN CHARDONNAY					£28.95
Following a gentle pressing process the juice and sediment of the
Chardonnay grapes, known as “the queen of the whites”, are put
into small French oak barrels to ferment together in a method
known as “sur lie”. Then, the malolactic fermentation process
generally used for red wines is applied to lend the resulting wine its
“buttery” character, a velvety smoothness.
All wines by the glass are also available as 125ml
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ROSÉ & SPARKLING WINE
LE BOIS DES VIOLETTES ROSÉ 					 £18.50
Fresh and crisp, with very subtle strawberry fruit and a dash of
sweet spice. This is a structured and vibrant wine.
2017 South of France.

TORRE ALTA PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ					 £19.95
A pale and delicate Rosé with beautiful soft strawberry flavours,
nuances of nectarine and perfumed floral notes. 2017 Italy.

LA MARCA PROSECCO 20CL 					 £7.50
Delicate and aromatic with a light body and fine bubbles. This wine
carries lots of fresh peach, pear, apricot and apple. NV Italy.

LEVANTE PROSECCO 					£24.95
Delicate and aromatic with fine bubbles. This wine carries lots of
fresh peach, pear and an elegant zest. NV Italy.

ROYAL TOKAJI LATE HARVEST					£24.00
Pale green-gold colour. The nose is more delicate than many
a Tokaji, with aromas of ripe peach, exotic fruit and blossom.
Moderate palate weight, with a fine balance of intense sweetness
and acidic lift. 2016 Hungary.

FORTIFIED WINE & PORT
50ml | 50cl bottle
MAHLEP

£3.60 |

£17.00

This aromatised unique fortified wine is produced with extracts
from the Mahlep fruit. This is a cherry-like fruit which grows wild
in the mountains near Tokat in northern Turkey.
This wine has a distinct nose of figs and cinnamon, with a hint of
dark chocolate. Works well with cheeses or pastry desserts.
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SPECIALITY WINE &
CHAMPAGNE
MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL | £55.50
NV Champagne
Perhaps the best known Champagne, the Brut Imperial from Moët
embodies their house style: crisp and clean, this classic Champagne
shows citrus aromas and hints of biscuity flavours. An excellent apéritif.

CHABLIS ELODIE DUPRÉS | £37.50
2016 Burgundy
This wine has all the classic flavours of Chablis in abundance, apple,
citrus and a lovely mineral note on the finish.

AMARONE CLASSICO ‘VIGNETI DI ROCCOLO’,
CANTINA NEGRAR | £46.50
2014 Italy
Brooding, deep, intense aromas of Christmas cake, chocolate,
cinnamon, sweet fruits and spice. The concentrated palate offers a
thick texture and soft velvety tannins, very rich fruit characteristics.

SÉGLA, MARGAUX | £49.50
2012 Bordeaux
It is a wine with excellent concentration and poise. Showing fragrant
notes of ripe fruits, violets and cedar with beautiful length and
delicate tannins. With great structure and balance and a long finish.

CLOUDY BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC,
MARLBOROUGH | £49.50
2017 New Zealand
A wine full of fresh herbal aromas and layers of ripe guava and tropical
fruit. Gooseberries and passion fruit on the medium-full body; the
palate is succulent and crisp with a long flavoursome finish.

FAUSTINO 1 GRAN RESERVA, RIOJA | £65.00
1994 Spain
From a 5 star vintage and just now hitting its’ peak this fabulous wine
has bright berry fruit and a balance of more complex woody and
spicy notes. The tannin is now integrated and silky with a remarkably
sweet fruity after taste.

DOM PERIGNON | £110
Vintage Champagne
Exceptional depth, rich texture and great ageing potential
characterises this iconic Champagne from Moët et Chandon, named
after the Benedictine monk who pioneered Champagne.
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BEERS
EFES PILSEN DRAUGHT BEER 500ml

£5.50

HOGSBACK TEA GUILDFORD

£5.50

PERONI NASTRO AZZURRO

£4.50

CORONA EXTRA NRB

£4.50

BIRRA MORETTI 330ml

£4.50

HENNEY’S DRY CIDER

£5.00

SPIRITS
25ml | 50ml
SIPSMITH LONDON DRY GIN

£4.20 | £5.50

WARNER EDWARDS RHUBARB GIN

£4.50 | £5.95

SILENT POOL GIN GUILDFORD

£4.95 | £6.95

TURKISH RAKI

£4.25 | £6.50

BAILEYS

£4.25 | £5.80

GRANDS DOMAINES VS COGNAC

£4.25 | £6.50

PLANTATION RUM 5 YEAR OLD

£4.25 | £6.50

THE ONE, BRITISH BLENDED WHISKY

£5.50 | £6.90

CASK ISLAY SINGLE MALT

£6.25 | £7.95
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TURKISH SPIRIT
With the strength created by its centuries old history on the
Anatolian soil it was born on, rakı continues to be the main drink
of our dinner tables and entertainment life. Everyday, rakı is the
guest of countless dinner tables in all quarters of Turkey and as the
symbol of our entertainment culture and the wealth of our cuisine;
it is also loved by foreigners who visit Turkey.

YENI RAKI 70cl bottle | £42
YENI RAKI 35cl bottle | £32
45%ABV

TURKISH BEER
Turkey’s fastest growing Efes brand.
Draught Efes is produced with only 6 months shelf life as it is only
semi pasteurized to ensure that fresh just-brewed flavour.

EFES DRAFT 500ml bottle £5.50
5% ABV
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SOFT DRINKS
COCA COLA | £2.55
DIET COLA | £2.55
SPRITE | £2.55
FANTA | £2.55
TONIC WATER | £2.55
GENTLY SPARKLING ELDERFLOWER | £3.00
TRADITIONAL GINGER BEER | £3.00
ROSE LEMONADE | £3.00
MANDARIN & SEVILLE ORANGE JIGGER | £3.00
MINERAL WATER SMALL, 300ml | £2.55
MINERAL WATER LARGE, 750ml | £3.95
STILL WATER SMALL, 300ml | £2.55
STILL WATER LARGE, 750ml | £3.95
AYRAN TRADITIONAL TURKISH YOGURT DRINK | £1.95
TURKISH SALGAM WATER | £2.55
Spicy carrot and turnip water with a hint of garlic and a hot
pepper kick. Great with kebabs / lahmacun / pide (Turkish pizza)
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HOT DRINKS
BIRCHALL TEA
Our teas are all sourced exclusively from the finest
tea estates across East Africa.

GREAT RIFT BREAKFAST TEA | £2.50
TRADITIONAL TURKISH TEA | £1.60
VIRUNGA EARL GREY | £2.50
DECAFFEINATED BREAKFAST TEA | £2.50
GREEN TEA | £2.50
Purifying and restorative. Rich in anti-oxidants

PEPPERMINT | £2.50
Fresh and invigorating. Naturally caffeine free. Peppermint Leaves

LEMONGRASS & GINGER | £2.50
Lively and spicy. Naturally caffeine free. Lemongrass,
Liquorice Root, Orange Peel

RED BERRY & FLOWER | £2.50
Rich in anti-oxidants and naturally caffeine free. Hibiscus Flowers,
Currants, Elderberries, Strawberries

CAMOMILE | £2.50
Soothing and delicate. Naturally caffeine free

COFFEE
AMERICANO | £2.50
FLAT WHITE | £2.95
CAPPUCCINO | £2.95
LATTE | £2.95
TRADITIONAL TURKISH COFFEE | £2.50
ESPRESSO DOUBLE | £2.75
MACCHIATO | £2.75
HOT CHOCOLATE | £2.95
MOCHA | £2.95

